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ABSTRACT

ACM Reference Format:
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Kerr, Samuel Berlow, Jef Huang, Ben D. Sawyer, and Zoya Bylinskii. 2022.
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Guidelines to Optimize Readability. In Designing Interactive Systems Conference (DIS ’22), June 13–17, 2022, Virtual Event, Australia. ACM, New York,
NY, USA, 25 pages. https://doi.org/10.1145/3532106.3533457

The amount of text people need to read and understand grows
daily. Software defaults, designers, or publishers often choose the
fonts people read in. However, matching individuals with a faster
font could help them cope with information overload. We collaborated with typographers to (1) select eight fonts designed for digital
reading to systematically compare their efectiveness and to (2) understand how font and reader characteristics afect reading speed.
We collected font preferences, reading speeds, and characteristics
from 252 crowdsourced participants in a remote readability study.
We use font and reader characteristics to train FontMART, a learning to rank model that automatically orders a set of eight fonts per
participant by predicted reading speed. FontMART’s fastest font
prediction shows an average increase of 14–25 WPM compared to
other font defaults, without hindering comprehension. This encouraging evidence provides motivation for adding our personalized
font recommendation to future interactive systems.
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CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI; •
Information systems → Personalization.
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INTRODUCTION

The design of our reading experiences has historically been in
the hands of the content producers (authors, publishers, designers,
etc.), but as reading increasingly shifts to digital platforms, control
over reading formats can be handed to the users. The multitude
of device types, screen qualities, digital interfaces, and software
settings available to the reader provide plentiful opportunities for
personalization and customization. Readers today can interact with
the fonts, sizes, contrast, and other settings on their devices to
better ft their reading needs in the moment; for instance, a reader
may increase the digital font size as an alternative to grabbing a
pair of reading glasses.
Beyond font size manipulations, growing evidence suggests that
personalizing reading formats can have signifcant impacts on reading performance [12, 90, 93]. For example, non-proft Readability
Matters conducted a study showing that diferent text formats (a
combination of font choices and spacing) increased accurate reading speed among adult readers by 20% or more [29]. Other recent
work showed that, with the right font, individuals could potentially
read 25% faster [90]. These works propose that individual readers
need to be matched with their fastest font, just like an eye doctor
might prescribe reading glasses unique to an individual. An open
question is how to match an individual with their fastest fonts to
help them efciently digest large amounts of information?
With over 800,000 digital fonts available [30] and an evolving set
of digital devices, fnding individuals’ fastest fonts to redesign their
text presents a unique challenge [90]. Prior readability research has
studied popular fonts such as Arial and Times New Roman [12, 73]
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and individual font characteristics such as line and character spacing [2, 41, 73]. We collaborated with typographers to select eight
fonts for a remote readability study and to identify various font and
reader characteristics that might afect reading speed on digital devices. Our discussions and font selections focus on reading general
body text in English. We performed structural coding [55, 60] on the
typographer interviews to identify font and reader characteristics
(i.e., age, font familiarity, x-height, etc.) that may afect reading. We
also developed a web application, FontView, to extract and display
the characteristics (i.e., weight, stroke contrast, etc.) per font.
Using the eight fonts identifed with typographers (§3), we conducted a remote readability study to collect reading speeds, font
preferences, and reader characteristics from 252 paid crowdworkers (§4). Using the font and reader characteristics as features and
reading speeds as labels, we trained FontMART, a learning to rank
model built of LambdaMART [21]. FontMART predicts the relative
reading speeds for diferent readers and fonts, and we use it to rank
and recommend the predicted fastest fonts to individual readers.
We ground this research in the following questions:
RQ1: How efective is machine learning at selecting a font to redesign text to increase a participant’s reading speed?
RQ2: Which reader and font characteristics identifed by typographers are most predictive of individual reading speeds in a font?
To answer RQ1, we proposed three baselines to help evaluate
FontMART’s font recommendation per participant (§5). Our results show that FontMART’s recommendation can provide average
speed improvements of 14–25 WPM over the baselines (§6). To answer RQ2, we analyzed individual font recommendations and used
Shapley values to understand how font and reader characteristics
identifed by typographers contribute to faster reading (§6) [54, 79].
We contextualized our empirical results with qualitative analyses
of the typographer interviews. Finally, we discuss how our results
can be used by typographers, designers, and publishers in selecting readable fonts; and how FontMART can be built into future
interactive systems to beneft readers (§7).
Our contributions include: (1) FontView, a web application for extracting font characteristics that afect reading; (2) a crowdsourced
reading dataset containing the results of 252 individuals reading
in 8 diferent fonts, along with the relevant demographics and performance information; (3) a population analysis replicating prior
results showing personalizing font choice can increase reading
speed [90, 93]; (4) the FontMART model to provide personalized
font recommendations; (5) quantitative and qualitative analyses of
the font and reader characteristics that infuence reading speed. We
share FontView, FontMART, and our reading dataset1 .
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font selection for diferent purposes. Acknowledging the difculty
of selection using the “long, alphabetically-sorted” font drop-down
list, O’Donovan et al. provided alternatives that include interface
organization with descriptive attributes and hierarchical grouping
by perceptual similarity [62]. Jiang et al. proposed two font pairing
algorithms that help narrow the selection for design tasks [45].
Other support for font selection includes indexing and recommending fonts based on their afective associations [48]. While previous
font selection methods maintain the user’s freedom of choice, our
approach can provide readers with an individualized font recommendation that is likely to increase their reading speed.

2.2

Recommender systems, many based on the principle of learning
from other participants’ data to make automatic predictions for an
individual, are now commonplace for predicting the most relevant
video, music, and digital content for individual users [28, 88, 95].
Researchers have proposed recommender systems to help users
modify and understand their interfaces. For instance, after observing the user’s limited understanding of their smartphone’s accessibility features, Wu et al. explored approaches to provide contextual
recommendations on setting adjustments [99]. Son et al. proposed
an interface augmentation that easily suggests harmonious color
combinations for users not equipped to describe subtle diferences
in colors [82]. For readers, font characteristics can be difcult to
distinguish, and their efects on reading speed unclear. Current font
selection interfaces present an overwhelmingly long list of font
choices with limited guidance on selection [62]. Thus, selecting
fonts is a promising task for recommender systems. Such a system
can be based on users providing personal information, including
their preferences and performance.
Users’ personal information can help improve the relevance of
items returned by recommender systems. Teevan et al. found that
when performing a web search with the same query, results deemed
relevant to some may be irrelevant to others due to individual differences in judgment [88]. They found that results personalized
based on the user’s explicit and implicit input may improve the recommender system’s accuracy [88]. However, even when users are
well-equipped to specify their search queries fully, they may not be
initially motivated to do so [87]. In studying virtual assistants, Pal et
al. found that when perceived benefts outweigh the cost of sharing
personal information, participants were more willing to provide
information to improve the accuracy of recommendations [64]. Another study on book recommendations found that participants will
provide personal information when a perceived improvement in
recommendation quality is tangible [85]. Similar to previous work,
our personalized font recommender uses participants’ personal
information to provide more accurate recommendations.

RELATED WORK

Fonts are a vital element of modern digital reading interfaces. However, open research questions persist on the need to personalize
font choice and how best to do so [47, 73, 80].

2.1

Recommender Systems for Interfaces

2.3

Multifactorial Infuences on Reading

Prior work has studied the efect of font characteristics or font
family on reading speed [5, 7, 9, 13, 15–18, 67, 70, 73, 97], often
using well-studied fonts, such as Arial and Verdana [5, 12–14, 46,
58, 97, 98]. Recent work incorporated newer fonts designed for
digital screens, such as Roboto and Open Sans [90]. Additionally,
based on Kadner et al.’s recommendation to include typography

Interfaces for Font Selection

Selecting fonts involves making decisions based on many nuanced
characteristics that are difcult for human eyes to distinguish [62].
Researchers have proposed various adaptive interfaces to simplify
1 https://github.com/TianyuanCai/FontMART
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experts in-the-loop [47], we collaborate with typographers to select
fonts well-suited for digital reading to explore the efect of various
font characteristics on reading performance.
Many font characteristics may infuence reading outcomes. Font
size is a common parameter manipulated in readability studies.
Prior research shows that larger characters help improve digital
readability [12, 18, 73]. Ohnishi et al. and Oderkerk et al. respectively found that fonts with heavier weight and wider characters
better support letter recognition [61, 63], a proxy for the readability of a font [50, 51]. Other characteristics studied in the past
include character width [3, 56], character spacing [11, 86], stroke
contrast [10, 11] and page background [43]. Sufce to say, infuences
on reading are multifactorial. Thus, it is important to capture and
consider a variety of factors when making font recommendations.
To ensure the accurate extraction of multiple font characteristics,
we developed FontView, a web application that traces the path data
of the vector font graphics.
Research has also shown the importance of considering multiple
font characteristics simultaneously. For instance, when considering
character width in conjunction with font size, Arditi et al. found that
fxed-width2 characters facilitate faster reading for small font sizes,
but variable-width characters work better for large font sizes [3].
Because font characteristics can have diferent efects on different reader populations, font and reader characteristics should
be considered simultaneously. For instance, prior research found
that larger character spacing and character width could improve
reading outcomes among old and low vision readers [11, 100, 104].
Conversely, recent eye-tracking research on participants shows that
condensed fonts with tight character spacing can increase reading
speed, but character width manipulations had no efect [56]. Our
work explores the interaction between reader and font characteristics qualitatively through typographer interviews and empirically
through model explainability.

3
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new fonts are developed. Our goal was to select a set of fonts spanning diferent attributes and anatomies. We limited our selection
to eight fonts to facilitate a within-subjects design and maintain
a palatable study length of 30 minutes on average. Based on prior
discussions with typographers and reading experts, we chose the
following three criteria to guide font selection:
• Prevalence: To support the applicability of the results in
the wild, we select fonts commonly used for English reading.
• Availability: To ensure that our recommendations and insights are readily applicable to readers in the wild, we select
fonts that are freely distributed or available on both Windows and macOS operating systems.
• Diversity: To explore how the variation in font characteristics infuences readers diferently, we select fonts that difer
along various typographic dimensions.
Before the interviews, we worked with typographer P1 to select
an initial group of eight fonts: Montserrat, Open Sans, Arial, Roboto,
Merriweather, Georgia, Source Serif Pro, and Times. To facilitate
the convergence of selections, we ask the other four typographers
to independently validate the selection by P1. All typographers
agreed that our initial selections satisfy our criteria, but P1 and P4
believed Montserrat to be less readable than other fonts because
of its larger character width, taller x-height, and tighter character
spacing. Both suggested Poppins as a more readable Geometric sans
serif than Montserrat. Figure 1 features our fnal font selections.

TYPOGRAPHIC CONSIDERATIONS

The study of font readability lies at the intersection of science and
design. To capture design considerations, we interviewed fve typographers. These interviews yielded: (1) a selection of fonts for
our remote readability studies, (2) a set of font and reader characteristics most relevant to predicting reading speed, and (3) methods
for extracting font characteristics in our FontView tool. We conducted semi-structured 45-minute interviews with each typographer: P1: Male, 30 years of experience, typographer and founder
of a typography consultancy; P2: Female, 25 years of experience,
typographer and Professor of Design; P3: Male, 20 years of experience, typographer at a large corporation; P4: Male, 18 years of
experience, typographer at a large corporation; P5: Male, 12 years
of experience, typographer at a large corporation.

3.1

Figure 1: Illustration of our font selections in the same nominal size. Merriweather and Poppins are the largest fonts in
serif and sans serif families, respectively.

3.2

Font and Reader Characteristics

Another goal of our interview with typographers was to identify
font and reader characteristics that could be features in a Machine
Learning model predictive of reading speed. Such collaboration
with domain experts to develop predictive models and recommendations has been successful in other domains such as personal
informatics, health, and recommender systems [32, 44, 49, 92, 94].
Fonts have various qualities that improve or hinder reading performance. The efect of these qualities may vary by reader. Our
interviews followed P1’s suggestion to discuss digital readability in

Font Selection for Readability

There are hundreds of thousands of digital fonts available [30], and
of those designed for digital reading, only a few are consistently
available across devices and applications. The set of available fonts
per device and application often difer, and will change over time as
2 Fonts

with fxed-width have no variation in character widths among their letters.
Conversely, the character widths in variable-width fonts vary.
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general instead of preference or speed specifcally. P1 explained that
a typographer’s goal is often to design a digital font that is readable
across many scenarios. These interviews focused on what factors
typographers believe may infuence the digital readability of body
text. We performed structural coding [55, 60] on the interviews
to analyze common patterns. We converged on a set of font and
reader characteristics that typographers indicated would infuence
digital readability. We use these characteristics as features in our
population analysis and development of FontMART in later sections, eliciting quantitative evidence on how these features afect
digital reading speed. The Discussion section includes follow-up
interviews with typographers on how such quantitative insights
may contribute to their current workfow.

and that proportion depends on the design.” When discussing font
character width, typographers advised staying away from the extremes, “not too narrow or too expanded” (P5). Among our eight
fonts, those with larger character widths also have taller x-heights.
Weight. Weight characterizes the relative thickness of a font’s
strokes (P1) [35]. Although four typographers discussed the importance of weight, none discussed if less or more weight benefted a
reader. P2 did caution against using extreme values.
Grayscale. P4 and P5 referred to grayscale as the proportion
of opaque to transparent pixels when rendering alphabets. Both
mentioned grayscale as a factor to consider due to its infuence on
eye movements. P4: “If you have, for instance, a book and see a
page, and it has an even texture, that’s nice. But if it has a spotty
texture, that’s something that can be distracting because your eyes
will automatically go towards those heavier spots.” While we do
not specifcally measure the efect of grayscale on eye movements,
we nonetheless include the proportion of displayed to empty pixels
as a font characteristic in our work.

3.2.1 Font Characteristics. Readable fonts help readers diferentiate glyphs (P1, P4, P5) and pace the delivery of information (P1).
Among the range of font characteristics discussed, character spacing, x-height, weight, and grayscale are the ones most typographers
agreed infuence readability (see Appendix §F for defnitions).
Serifs. Our typographers believed that sans serif and serif fonts
would be equally readable (P1 – P5) so long as they “adhere to the
currently accepted standards of [character] spacing, stroke contrast,
weight, proportions” (P4). Additional classifcation exists for serif
and sans serif families. Stroke contrast, or the contrast between the
thickness of strokes, helps diferentiate these classes and is considered important for readability (P4).3 P3 emphasized the importance
of avoiding extreme stroke contrast. Based on conversations with
typographers, we measured the stroke contrast using the thinnest
and the thickest strokes of the character “o” (P1, P2).

Other characteristics. We additionally controlled for the standard deviation of character width as a font characteristic because
it has been shown to afect readability by prior research [3]. Typographers also mentioned several other characteristics that may
infuence the reading experience, such as counter and rhythm. However, there is a lack of consensus on how they can be measured. We
include the typographers’ comments on them in Appendix §B.
3.2.2 Reader Characteristics. None of the typographers believed
that there is a universally most readable font for all (P1 – P5).
Therefore, we asked them to elaborate on the potential efects
diferent font characteristics exhibit on diferent readers.

Spacing. All typographers recommended avoiding fonts with
narrow character spacing. Wide character spacing helps distinguish
characters and limits the number of words per line (P1). Therefore,
it is especially benefcial for those experiencing reading difculties
or reading on smaller screens (P1, P4). P5 recommended avoiding overly wide character spacing. Citing the advantage of wider
character spacing, P1 and P4 supported the use of monospaced
fonts for the study, referencing their popularity in programming
and movie scripts (P1). However, others believed that monospaced
fonts are uncommon for typical digital reading, and the results may
not be widely applicable (P2, P3, P5). P3: “Monospaced typefaces
feel so diferent from everything else. It’s almost a decorative style.
From this point of view, I would be more interested in judging
monospaced-ness, as a quality.”

Reader Age. Typographers emphasized the importance of adapting font selections to reader age because the efects of character
size and weight are expected to difer. Older adults tend to have
weaker and more variable eyesight and may have difculty identifying glyph details (P2, P4, P5). Some font characteristics, such
as heavier weight, may beneft older readers while their efects on
younger readers may be unclear (P2).
Reading Devices. The typographers interviewed believed that
the “diference between the specifc devices doesn’t really require
a font change” (P2, P4, P5). The biggest efect of the device is on
the visual size of the fonts (P2, P4, P5). Specifcally, reading on
mobile phones may expose readers to smaller fonts than reading on
desktop devices (P5). Readers compensate by bringing the device
closer to their eyes (P4). Other device-related efects include the
rendering algorithm (P1), screen resolution (P4), and font hinting5
(P1, P4, P5). However, typographers agreed that these factors may
be challenging to control (P1, P5).

Character Size. Four typographers discussed the importance
of character width and height for readability. In general, a tall xheight4 is good for reading (P1, P3, P4), although one typographer
believed that this trend may be a matter of fashion (P2). P1 argued
the need for a “healthy proportion of lowercase to uppercase [. . . ]

Font Familiarity. Past familiarity with serif or sans serif fonts
may improve reading performance in the respective fonts (P1, P3,
P4, P5). Familiarity stems from an individual’s handwriting (P4)
and typical reading material (P1, P3, P5). P4: “If they learn longhand
writing in school, they will probably be able to read serifs [better].

3 For

instance, serif fonts generally have more stroke contrast than sans serif fonts, i.e.,
their strokes vary more in thickness throughout their characters. Within serif fonts,
neoclassical serifs are characterized by more dramatic stroke contrasts, while glyphic
serifs often see minimum stroke contrast.
4 x-height may refer to the average height of lowercase characters or height of the
“x” character. In some cases, they are also used synonymously with proportion, the
ratio of lowercase to uppercase heights. During the interviews, typographers referred
to x-height as the general height of lowercase characters, and we applied the same
measurement approach in our FontView tool.

5 Font

hinting refers to the programming instructions made to a font’s outline to help
the letters ft on the pixel grid for digital display.
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But if they don’t, if they only learn block letters, it will probably
be easier to read sans serifs.” Print publications, such as books and
newspapers, predominantly use serif fonts. P5: “If you’re more like
a book person, you might be more comfortable with serif typefaces.”

3.3
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similar remote readability tests with paid crowdworkers. Their
results showed that the passages’ topic, and the readers’ familiarity
and interest did not afect reading speed results [90, 93]. There was
also no relationship found between font and comprehension. The
authors stated that this might allow participants to read as fast as
possible while retaining comprehension because the material is
easy enough to comprehend at this eighth-grade level [90, 91].

FontView: Extracting Font Characteristics

From our interview with typographers and past work, we learned
that the metrics contained in font fles, the OS/2 tables, often do not
accurately refect font characteristics (P3, P5, [8]). Therefore, we
developed a web application, FontView, to quantify the typographical features discussed during the interviews. A web application is
necessary because many font metrics are not easily discoverable,
nontrivial to measure by hand, and non-replicable if not measured in
a consistent computational way. For instance, the average character
spacing requires many repeated measurements covering multiple
character combinations, and stroke contrast require exact tracing
of the font’s vector path.
We measured font characteristics by programmatically tracing
the path data of the vector font graphics with OpenType.js6 , an
open-source font parser that allows in-browser access to letterforms.
An alternative method is to extract these characteristics from rasterized images. However, this method can result in incompatible
measurements on diferent operating systems (P5).
FontView can analyze any English font to compute each font
characteristic in pixels. We validated FontView’s calculation with
typographers (P1 – P5) and include the detailed approach in Appendix §F. Figure 2 provides an example of how the font characteristics
are quantifed, and Figure 3 shows their corresponding values for
each of our eight fonts. In this work, we used the default font size
(16px) of modern browsers such as Chrome and Firefox [12, 27, 57].

4.2

Study Methods

Our remote study was conducted by adapting an open-source web
application from prior work [90, 91, 93]. The reading interface has a
fxed width of 420px across all devices. Each reading passage is split
in four consecutive sections, or screens, to ensure readers do not
have to scroll to read the text. Prior work has suggested using multiple screens to display text, to capture more robust performance
measurements [90]. Fonts are loaded from our web server to ensure
a consistent user experience. The web application monitors and resets the participant’s browser zoom levels to ensure consistent zoom
level and font size across participants. The web application collects
participants’ reading speed measurements remotely. Prior research
has successfully collected this type of data using JavaScript [33, 69],
validating that the response times collected in web browsers are
reliable [34, 78].
Our study features a pre-survey, study overview instructions, a
practice round8 , the main study, and a post-survey. The main study
includes an instruction screen and a font preference test, followed
by another instruction screen and reading speed and comprehension tests per font. The main study features all eight fonts for a
within-subjects study design, following the recommendations of
Wallace et al. [90]. Figure 4 illustrates the study design.

4 CROWDSOURCED READABILITY STUDY
4.1 Study Design Considerations

4.2.1 Pre-Survey. The pre-survey asks participants to self-report
their demographics (age, education, native language), reading experience (frequency, type of content, device of choice), reading
speed (7-point Likert scale), vision (normal, corrected), disabilities
(learning, medical, and reading-related), current substance infuence (drugs, medications, alcohol), and current reading environment
(lighting, time of day). Pre-survey questions are in Appendix §C.1.

Many past readability studies from the Human-Computer Interaction community have adopted in-person study design methods
similar to the foundational work by Boyarski et al. [18]. These studies provided initial evidence on the relationships between reading
speed and conditions such as font family and font size. They often
included 20–100 participants, who were asked to read passages
with diferent fonts in lab settings [12, 13, 26, 39].
We conducted our study remotely by recruiting paid crowdworkers from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk). We model our study
design on several recent studies that have successfully recruited
paid crowdworkers and volunteers to conduct remote readability
tests focusing on reading speed [53, 90, 93]. In our study, participants used their device of choice in their natural, everyday reading
environment. Two factors mainly infuenced these design choices.
First, the COVID-19 pandemic made it challenging to run a readability study in person. Second, a remote study allowed us to recruit
enough participants to train a personalized font recommender.
We used eighth-grade level reading passages and comprehension
questions from past work7 . See Appendix §D for the description
of reading passages used. Prior research used these passages for

4.2.2 Study Overview Instructions. After completing the pre-survey,
participants see an instruction screen that overviews the entire
study. The main study consists of several parts. The frst part is a
warm-up, followed by eight short rounds of readings and comprehension questions. Participants are instructed to read as quickly as
possible during the reading sections without reading aloud or rereading, but be prepared to answer comprehension questions about
the reading. Participants may take breaks during the instruction
screens before each reading round.
4.2.3 Font Preference Test. Instructions inform participants they
will be asked to choose what font would be easiest to read in from
several pairings by toggling between choices and then selecting
their preference. They can take a break if they need to.

6 https://opentype.js.org/
7 Passages

and questions available at https://github.com/virtual-readability-lab/tochipaper-materials-towards-individuated-reading/

8 The
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Figure 2: Rather than relying on inconsistent and inaccurate font fles, we extracted characteristics for all our study fonts
in the same way. Visualized here are some of those font characteristics, using the font Source Serif Pro as an example. For
example, grayscale was calculated as the proportion of space flled by pixels of lowercase alphabets. The letters shown are a
subset of those used to quantify font characteristics. See Appendix §F for more details on the calculations.
most preferred font while limiting the total number of pairwise
comparisons to a maximum of (N × 2) − 1. To compare a pair of
fonts, participants freely toggle between a text sample in each font
before selecting the preferred font. In the end, participants complete
repeat comparisons of 6 pairs of fonts as a measure of consistency.
4.2.4 Reading Speed and Comprehension Test. Before each round
of reading, instructions inform participants to read four sections as
quickly as possible, without reading aloud or re-reading, and being
prepared to answer comprehension questions after reading. Breaks
can be taken between reading rounds, during instruction screens.
Our study includes eight rounds of speed and comprehension
tests, each with a randomly assigned font and reading passage. This
design is similar to past reading studies[4, 53, 90]. Each reading
passage is split across four consecutive sections (individual screens
with 34–47 words each). A reading speed measurement is recorded
after each section. To compute reading speed in words per minute
(WPM), we recorded the time elapsed between when the text is
frst shown on the screen to when the participant clicks to continue
to the next reading section. The button to proceed is initially disabled for 2 seconds to prevent accidental clicks. Each passage is
followed by three multiple-choice comprehension questions and a
mini questionnaire. Comprehension questions help motivate the
participant to read the passage carefully. The mini questionnaire
asks the participant about their reading technique, familiarity, and
interest in the topic presented, using a 5-point Likert scale. The
mini questionnaire is included in Appendix §C.3.
Figure 3: Heatmap of quantifed font characteristics. Each
column represents a font characteristic. The changing
shades of the heatmap highlight the diversity among our
selection of eight fonts. All characteristics are measured in
pixels (px) except for weight, grayscale, and stroke contrast.
Only 2 decimal places are shown for visualization purposes.

4.2.5 Post-Survey. The post-survey asks the participant to indicate
their familiarity with each font using a 5-point Likert scale, their
experience with the toggle interface, their perceived efects of the
font change, and their willingness to use the font recommendations.
Post-survey questions are in Appendix §C.2.

4.3

A participant makes pairwise comparisons among the eight fonts
during the preference test. A font is eliminated from further comparisons when the participant picks against it twice. Using a doubleelimination tournament provides a method to fnd a participant’s

Data Collected

We recruited 500 participants on MTurk. Participants were required
to have completed at least 100 tasks on MTurk with a minimum

6
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Figure 4: Illustration of the remote readability study. The top fgure shows our study design. The bottom fgure shows screenshots of four sections of a passage shown on consecutive screens during the study, presented in the study’s reading interface.
Passages were split into sections to obtain multiple speed measurements per font. The practice round and main study start
with the font preference test, followed by an instruction screen, and then the participant initiates the reading speed and comprehension test. Using each of the eight study fonts, participants read a passage, completed a three-question comprehension
test and a mini questionnaire. The passage order and font presentation were randomized across participants.
approval rate of 95–99%. They were compensated US$3.75. After
applying our data removal methods in §4.3.1 we kept data from
252 (50.4%) participants. We collected over 5,000 font preference
pairwise comparisons and over 8,000 reading speed measurements
from these participants. We used this data for the population analysis (§4.4), evaluating the baseline approaches for font recommendation (§5), and training FontMART (§6).

pre- or post-survey, (2) did not self-report being “very comfortable” reading in English, (3) self-reported being diagnosed with any
reading or learning disability, medical or neurological condition,
(4) self-reported being under the infuence of any drugs, medications, or alcohol, (5) had an average reading comprehension score
below 0.669 , and (6) nonsensical responses in pre- or post-survey,
see Appendix §E. Similar to prior remote readability research [90],

4.3.1 Data Removal Methods. We only include participants whose
behavior is indicative of normal reading. We removed participants if
they met one of the following exclusion criteria: (1) did not submit

9 The

reading comprehension score is calculated as the number of correctly answered
comprehension questions out of the total of 24 questions. The cut-of was determined
using the elbow heuristics [77, 89].
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we removed individual speed measurements outside the range of
100–650 WPM (based on Carver et al.’s recommendations [24, 25])
to ensure participants were not memorizing or skimming the text.

recommender model, we consider straightforward alternatives that
could simplify the font selection process for readers.

5.1

4.3.2 Participants. Of the 252 participants (34.1% female) that remained after data removal, age ranged from 18 to 71 years (average
= 34.2, standard deviation = 10.7): 3 were younger than 20, 103 were
in their 20s, 86 in their 30s, 32 in their 40s, and 28 were at least
50. Participants took on average 35 minutes to complete this study.
Participants completed the study on their chosen devices: 39.7%
used a desktop, 59.9% used a laptop, one participant used a tablet,
and no participants used mobile phones10 .

4.4

We frst consider the alternative of having participants select their
preferred fonts, by completing pairwise comparisons as part of the
Font Preference Test of the study (§4.2.3). To derive a participant’s
preference per font from the pairwise comparisons, we computed
an Elo rating [40] per font per participant. Since participants do not
see every possible comparison, Elo ratings provide a method to determine preference in this scenario, by accounting for the strength
of each font per pairwise comparison [42] and mitigating cold-start
problems common in recommender systems [101]. A higher Elo
rating refects more wins in the tournament and characterizes the
participant’s level of preference for that font.11

Population Analysis

If the infuence of fonts on reading speed is unmoderated by individual diferences between readers, then the same font can be
recommended to all. A between-subjects efect would be visible in
the results of a parametric linear model. We used Linear MixedEfects models (LMEs) to measure whether individualized efects of
fonts exist for reading speed.
In this approach, data were frst aggregated to average reading
speed measurements in WPM per participant and font. We then
constructed an LME model to predict reading speed, with font and
age as fxed efects, and participant ID (identifying each participant)
and passage ID (identifying each of the eight passages) as crossed
random efects. Age is well known to infuence reading speed [23]
and is included as a covariate. The inclusion of random efects produces a hierarchical model by creating separate intercepts for each
value of participant ID and passage ID, refecting that participants
read at diferent speeds and that each passage may have a diferent
mean reading speed.
Our LME model indicates that age signifcantly afects reading
speed (reading speed slows by 1.6 WPM per year; χ 2 = 8.4; p <
0.01). The model does not demonstrate a signifcant efect of the
font, indicating that fonts lack a uniform efect across participants.
One could interpret these results to mean that font has no impact
on reading speed under the present study’s conditions. However,
font is well known to moderate reading speed under many similar
conditions [5, 7, 9, 13, 15–18, 67, 73, 97]). Therefore, the lack of
statistical signifcance most likely suggests that a font may afect
participants diferently depending on their individual characteristics.
We constructed an alternative model by replacing the individual
fonts with serif vs. sans serif indicators as the fxed efect. This
model found no signifcant diference in reading speed between
serif and sans serif fonts (290.8 WPM vs. 289.5 WPM, respectively).
This result is consistent with the expectations (P1–P5) established
from the earlier typographer interviews in §3.2.1.

5

Preferred Font

Do participants read the fastest in their preferred fonts? In our
study, 76/252 (30.2%) participants read the fastest in their preferred
font. However, the most preferred fonts were on average 71.2 WPM
slower than the empirically fastest fonts as measured by reading
tests. As a frame of reference, the average diference between a
participant’s fastest and slowest font is 159.04 WPM.

Figure 5: Distribution of the fastest and preferred fonts.
Each bar represents the number of participants who preferred or read the fastest in a particular font. Many participants prefer to read in Merriweather and Poppins, the
largest fonts in serif and sans serif families, respectively. On
the other hand, the distribution of the fastest fonts is more
uniform, with Georgia and Arial showing a slight advantage.

FONT RECOMMENDATION BASELINES

Font choices vary across platforms and software, providing readers
with an evolving set of choices. How does a reader fnd their fastest
font? They could hypothetically try reading in many diferent fonts
in hopes of fnding their fastest. However, this would require a
considerable time investment. Before presenting our personalized
10 Our

11 We

web server detects a participant’s device from their http request object using
the library: https://www.npmjs.com/package/express-device

computed Elo ratings using a starting value of 1500 and a higher than standard
K value of 64 to account for fewer pairwise comparisons.
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6.1

Which font characteristics do people prefer? People’s preferred
fonts are often diferent from the fastest ones (Figure 5), leaving an
opportunity for font recommendation approaches to ofer improvements. Participants tend to prefer fonts with taller x-heights, a font
characteristic that stands out when visually comparing fonts. 87/252
(34.5%) of participants preferred to read in Merriweather and 66/252
(26.2%) in Poppins, two fonts with the largest x-height in the serif
and sans serif families, respectively. On the other hand, the fastest
font varied more across participants. Georgia was the fastest font
for 46/252 (18.3%) participants, and Arial for 45/252 (17.9%) participants, followed by Times and Open Sans. Prior remote readability
work similarly found that preference was not predictive of reading
speed, providing further evidence for the need to personalize font
recommendations to the individual reader [90].

5.2

Random Font

One-size-fts-all Font

None of the typographers we interviewed believed there is one font
that is fastest for all readers. Ideally, if this were true, a personalized
font recommender would not be necessary. Prior research agrees
with this idea [47, 93]. Our within-subjects study design allows us
to compare FontMART’s recommended font with the other seven
fonts each participant reads in. If any single font from our study
could consistently outperform FontMART’s recommendation, this
would indicate that there is no beneft from the consideration of
reader characteristics during font recommendation. In such scenario, domain experts could hypothetically choose the fastest font(s)
for everyone. We denote this baseline as the “one-size-fts-all font”
— the single font that a hypothetical domain expert might choose
to speed up all readers.

6

Model Design

Our goal is to rank a set of fonts by predicted speed for an individual
participant. Among the available learning to rank models, we chose
LamdaMART for its state-of-the-art performance, interpretability,
and use in other Information Retrieval applications [21]. LambdaMART learns to associate documents with queries by training on
relevance labels. LambdaMART takes as input (document, query)
pairs and predicts relevance scores. These predicted scores can be
used to rank a set of documents for a given query by relevance.
LambdaMART is composed of a sequence of weak tree learners
and optimizes the model with ranking metrics, such as normalized
discounted cumulative gain (NDCG).
We adapt this modeling approach to the problem of font recommendation. Specifcally, our FontMART model12 takes as input
(reader, font) pairs and outputs scores representing the relative
speed a participant is predicted to achieve in a given font. We do
not predict reading speeds directly due to noise and individual differences (see below). The input to our model includes the reader and
font characteristics listed in Table 1 and detailed in Appendix §F.
We use 50-fold cross-validation for model evaluation due to small
sample size. During cross-validation, observations from each participant are contained in a single fold to avoid cross-contamination.

A reader may choose the default font selections of designers, publishers, or software. While we cannot perfectly replicate this experience, we approximate it with the eight fonts we selected in
collaboration with typographers. For each reader, we compare their
performance in a randomly chosen font, from our selection of eight,
to understand whether a randomly selected font outperforms the
font recommended by FontMART.

5.3
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Feature Group

Feature Name

Font Characteristics*

Weight
Stroke Contrast
Ascender Length
Descender Length
x-Height
Character Width
Standard Deviation of Character Width
Character Spacing
Grayscale
Age
Self-reported Reading Speed
Self-reported Reading Frequency
Font Familiarity

Reader Characteristics

Table 1: Features used as input to the FontMART model. See
Appendix §F for detailed descriptions. Some features collected during the pre-survey are used as flters or removed
due to high correlation with others. *Note that for the purposes of our study, the font characteristics are fxed and constant across all readers, so that the model makes a prediction
given a reader’s characteristics and the font characteristics
of the eight fonts we selected for this study.

FontMART: A PERSONALIZED FONT
RECOMMENDER MODEL

Discussions with typographers and prior work show that matching
participants with specifc fonts can help them read faster [93]. To
provide personalized font recommendations, we introduce FontMART, a learning to rank model that is a derivative of LambdaMART [21]. FontMART learns to associate fonts with reader
characteristics and can thus be used to order fonts by predicted
reading speed for the individual reader. Instead of participants engaging in lengthy reading speed tests to fnd their fastest fonts,
FontMART can directly use a reader’s characteristics (i.e., age, selfreported reading frequency, self-reported reading speed, and font
familiarity) to predict their faster fonts. The self-reported measures
have been used in previous studies [90], and are characteristics that
are quick and easy to collect in the wild.

Converting participant reading speeds to training labels. Participants’ reading speeds vary signifcantly, so training a model to
predict the reading speeds directly would be impractical. Instead,
we convert the raw reading speeds from our crowdsourced readability study to labels that can be compared across participants. We
experiment with two possible labeling schemes: graded and binary
12 The

Python package LightGBM provides an implementation of LambdaMART:
https://github.com/microsoft/LightGBM
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labels. We create graded labels13 by dividing a participant’s speed
in a particular font by their maximum speed across the fonts tested
and rescaling so that each font is assigned an integer label from 0 to
10. This achieves the efect of remapping all participants’ reading
speeds to the same range. The graded labeling scheme provides the
model with granular information about the relationship between
fonts. However, uncontrollable environmental distractions during
the remote readability tests may introduce noise at the individual
participant level [83]. On the other hand, using binary labels may
mitigate the model’s tendency to overft the noise on this relatively
small dataset. Therefore, we also use the following binary labeling
scheme14 : fonts with WPM within 10% of the participant’s best
WPM are labeled with a 1, and the rest of the fonts are labeled
with a 0. This threshold was experimentally selected. See Table 4
(Appendix §H) for a demonstration of the labeling scheme.
Trained with either labeling scheme, learning to rank models
predict the relative reading speeds for diferent fonts and readers,
and we use them to rank fonts for individual readers and then
recommend them their predicted fastest fonts. If multiple fonts
receive the same prediction, we use random tie-breaking to select
a single recommendation.

6.2

for training our model. Without personalization, these two fonts
would be the best one-size-fts-all candidates, as shown in Figure 6.
Slicing the recommendations by quartiles of age reveals that participants 40 and older receive recommendations for Georgia more
than the younger participants, and the latter receive more recommendations for Arial and Poppins. This trend is similarly observed
in the distribution of the empirically fastest fonts (Figure 8).
6.2.2 Factors Afecting Reading Speed. To provide personalized
recommendations, FontMART predicts relative reading speed based
on a combination of reader and font characteristics. Our results
show that font characteristics that help some readers read faster
may not work for others. Figure 9 shows the feature importance
of the font and reader characteristics that support FontMART’s
predictions. The higher values for reader characteristics refects the
efectiveness of personalization over one-size-fts-all solutions. The
font preference data was not included in the training data because
our experiment did not fnd it improving the model performance.
See Appendix §J for detailed explanation.
Shapley value is a helpful tool to understand which combination
of font and reader characteristics makes a font faster to read for a
participant. Specifcally, a Shapley value refects the direction and
magnitude of infuence the given reader and font characteristics
have on the predicted relative speed of the font [54, 79].
We focus the Shapley values analysis on the font characteristics with a large infuence on prediction scores when considered
alongside reader characteristics, including font x-height, weight,
descender length, and familiarity, as shown in Figure 10. We also
note that the fndings from Shapley values are specifc to our selection of eight fonts. Future work is needed to understand the results’
generalizability to fonts varying within a wider range. Within our
font selections, we fnd that relatively shorter x-height and heavier
weight often make a font relatively faster to read per participant,
as shown in blue. When considered in combination with reader
characteristics, we fnd that heavier weight especially benefts older
readers, as shown by the larger magnitude of Shapley values. On
the other hand, weight alone has minimal impact on the reading
speed of those below the age of 28. When all fonts are rendered at
16px, shorter x-height (Georgia and Arial), i.e., a greater diference
between lowercase and uppercase characters heights, especially
benefts participants below 21, and those self-reported to be slower
or less frequent readers, see Figure 11. Although older participants
similarly beneft from shorter x-height, overly short x-height should
be avoided for those above 48 (Times and Source Serif Pro). While
longer descenders work well for readers below 22, others tend to
beneft more from fonts with shorter descender lengths. No consistent trend exists for the efect of font familiarity. “Moderate
familiarity” is associated with improved reading speed, while “extreme familiarity” is correlated with the opposite efect. We do not
have enough evidence to make claims about familiarity’s efect on
font and reading speed because of the limited way in which we
measured familiarity (Section §8).

Evaluation

There are no established computational baselines that our ranking
metrics can compare to, so we have included our cross-validated results in rank-based measures in Table 6 (Appendix §I) in the interest
of providing benchmarks for future research. We also compare our
model’s predictions of the fastest font to our previously introduced
baselines: (1) the participant’s preferred font (§5.1), (2) a randomly
chosen font (§5.2), and (3) a one-size-fts-all font (§5.3). Compared
to the three baselines, our model provides speed improvements
on average. FontMART exhibits more substantial improvements
when trained using binary labels. Figure 6 shows that FontMART
with binary labels provides an average improvement of +25.6 WPM
relative to a participant’s preferred font. When evaluated against
the one-size-fts-all font baselines, the improvements from the best
defaults, Arial and Georgia, are +14.8 and +14.4 WPM, respectively.
This result shows that the consideration of reader characteristics
alongside font characteristics is indeed important for making font
recommendations to improve reading speed. Importantly, these improvements speed up a participant’s reading with minimal impact
on their comprehension (recall that we removed participants with
an average comprehension score below 0.66%). As a practical point
of reference, an improvement of 10 WPM translates to around 600
additional words per hour, or one additional single-spaced letter
page with a 1-inch margin and 16px font.
6.2.1 Recommended Fonts that Increase Reading Speed. To understand the efect of personalization, we frst examine the general
distribution of the top-recommended fonts in Figure 7. Arial and
Georgia are among the two most recommended fonts by the model.
This observation is unsurprising considering that Arial (45/252 participants) and Georgia (46/252 participants) frequently occur as the
empirically fastest fonts in the crowdsourced readability data used
13 Given
14 Given

6.2.3 Participant Atitudes Towards Font Recommendations. Our
study found that only 76/252 (30.2%) participants selected their
fastest font solely based on preference among the eight study fonts.
The disparity between the preferred and fastest fonts is consistent with prior work [90]. Given this disparity, would readers be

participant i, 10 × current speedi /maximum speedi .
participant i, 1[S font /S max font >0.9] .
i

i
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Figure 6: Reading speed of various baselines relative to the fonts recommended by FontMART, where each bar represents the
potential improvement gap. The participants’ preferred fonts perform at a similar level as a randomly selected font. The gap
in reading speed between using the empirically fastest and the preferred font is 71.2 WPM. FontMART’s recommended font
bridges 25.4 WPM of that gap. While FontMART provides reading speed improvements compared to the various baselines, our
results show that future improvements are possible to continue to bridge the gap in helping readers fnd their fastest fonts.
open to using a personalized recommender to fnd a faster font? In
the post-survey, 227/252 (90.1%) of participants believe that changing font characteristics could help them read faster, and 217/252
(86.1%) would trust computer applications for such tasks. While
these results are promising, it is important to note that our paid
crowdworkers chose to take a readability study, and may be more
motivated to improve their reading.

Times and Source Serif Pro, had the most negative efects on reading speed. For participants above age 35, our results show that
increased/decreased weight leads to more considerable changes in
reading speed. In contrast, weight had minimal efect on readers
under the age of 30.
x-Height: The typographers we interviewed believed that tall
x-height is essential to improving readability (P1, P3, P4). Other
typographers have also designed fonts with taller x-heights to increase readability. For example, Georgia and Verdana were designed
to have a taller x-height than Times New Roman [18]. In our results, diferent reader characteristics matched better with diferent
x-heights. For participants above age 35, our results agree with
typographers’ views that fonts with shorter x-heights (Times and
Source Serif Pro) negatively impact reading speed. However, participants self-reporting lower reading frequency and speed also
benefted from fonts with shorter x-height (Times, Source Serif Pro,
Georgia, and Arial). To expand on our results, future work could
focus on fonts with more extreme x-height values while controlling
the other characteristics.

7 DISCUSSION
7.1 Supporting Faster Reading with
Quantitative and Qualitative Evidence
Interpreting our quantitative and qualitative results may help typographers and designers refne their designs to optimize reading
speed for specifc populations. This section’s discussion is derived
from our initial interviews with typographers in Section §3.2 and
quantitative results from Section §6.2.2.
Weight: While four of the typographers in our interviews (P1
– P4, §3.2) discussed the importance of a font’s weight (i.e., the
relative thickness of a font’s strokes), the discussions were brief
and no specifc recommendations were made. P3 mentioned that
weight is “unexplored territory”. Our quantitative results show that
among our eight fonts, those with heavier weight were associated
with faster reading speeds, consistent with fndings from past research [38, 63, 81]. While none of our fonts had overly thick strokes
per P2’s recommendations, the fonts with the thinnest strokes,

Character Spacing: While typographers we interviewed agreed
that narrower character spacing would result in worse readability
(P1 – P5), we found it to support faster reading, such as in the case
of Georgia. Past research showed that narrower character spacing
might increase reading speed, indicated by longer fxation durations
and fewer saccades [3, 56]. In addition, Tai et al. discovered that the
reader’s recognition of high-frequency words may be unafected
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factors to consider during typeface design and quantify how their
designs could afect someone’s reading speed. Following the study,
we interviewed Typographers P1 and P4 again to understand how
model explainability may help support typographers.
Both typographers agreed that the features FontMART uses for
font recommendation (Figure 9) are ones they commonly consider
important in the typeface design process (P1, P4). The typographers
also agreed that the large efect of age compared to other characteristics matches their experience. Also, that x-height, character
spacing, and stroke contrast are three font characteristics commonly considered during the font design process (P4). FontMART
can identify relevant characteristics that could help typographers
during typeface design. Exploring the interplay among these characteristics is an equally important feature for typographers (P1).
Typographers think that the insights from Shapley value visualization (Figure 11) can provide good recommendations to typographers when designing fonts for specifc populations (P1, P4). For
instance, when designing for the older readers, the typographers
can reference the visualization to fnd the best range of font weight
for this population. Both expressed interest in expanding the generalizability of the existing insights to more extreme fonts. For
instance, while in the study’s selection of eight readable fonts, they
agree based on their experience that fonts with heavier weights
are easier to read for older readers, another font with excessive
weight may disrupt this trend (P1, P4). In addition, P1 expressed
interest in simultaneously exploring the efect of varying multiple
font characteristics. Constructing a larger dataset with greater font
variety is necessary future work.
Based on our results, typographers suggested the inclusion of
other features to explore their impact on readers. For instance, P1
suggested the inclusion of counter and rhythm in future analyses
and models (See Appendix §B). P4 discussed the need to explore
the trade-ofs between readability recommendations and a typographer’s goals for aesthetics and style (P4).
With a focus on readability, typographers could use our results (Figure 10, 11) to quantify how their designs might afect
someone’s reading speed. For example, they may optimize a font’s
weight and x-height to help older readers, who are more likely to
experience vision loss. Such optimizations may also beneft readers
who temporarily experience degraded visual conditions, such as
those reading while walking or in a moving vehicle.

Figure 7: Distribution of the predicted and fastest fonts.
Each bar represents the number of participants who received recommendations or perform the fastest in a particular font, out of a total of 252 participants. We observe
that the distributions of the recommended and empirically
fastest fonts are similar. Our recommender suggests Georgia
more often than the observed trend.
by manipulating character spacing even when it is adjusted to be
narrower than the default [86]. Therefore, our use of the eighthgrade reading material may not be difcult enough for narrow
character spacing to impact reading speed negatively. It may also
be the case that the diferences in character spacing across our fonts
were not signifcant enough to observe the negative efects of lower
spacing.
In Summary: As illustrated, model explainability provides an
opportunity to facilitate collaborations between typographers and
a recommender like FontMART. Our use of the Shapley value visualization represents a step in that direction. Typographers may use
our results (Figure 10, 11) to quantify how their designs could afect
someone’s reading speed. In the section to follow, we interview
typographers to explore such a possibility.

7.2

7.2.2 Readers: text consumers. Readers can beneft from using FontMART in the future by selecting fonts with characteristics that
match their reader characteristics. For example, older readers might
beneft from fonts with weights optimized for them. Furthermore,
the additional data they provide after trying the recommended fonts
could help improve model performance and support more accurate
recommendations for others in the future.
To support such interaction, reader openness to novel interface
experiences is key to adopting a personalized font recommender. To
dig a bit deeper into reader sentiments, we interviewed 5 university
students who completed our readability study15 about their willingness to improve their reading experience by manipulating fonts.

Supporting Interactions between a Font
Recommender, Typographers, and Readers

Starting with a selection of readable fonts, FontMART can detect
nuanced associations between reading speed and reader and font
characteristics. This section discusses how recommendation systems like FontMART may serve as the bridge that improves the
interface between typographers and everyday readers to enhance
font design for readability.
7.2.1 Typographers: text designers. With a focus on readability,
typographers may use our results (Figure 10, 11) to identify which

15 We

recruited these 5 university students separately from the crowdworkers who
completed the readability study, and do not include their results in our main study.
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Figure 8: Distribution of the recommended fonts by age quartiles. Each bar represents the number of participants who received
recommendations or perform the fastest in a particular font, out of a total of 252 participants. Georgia is recommended more
often for the participants above the age of 40, and Arial and Poppins more often for the younger participants, especially
those below 25. The numbers of Arial recommendations are similar across age groups. The font recommendations are varied
otherwise. The distribution of the font recommendations is similar to that of the empirically fastest fonts. Each quartile
contains a similar number of participants.

Figure 9: FontMART feature importance. The size of the circle is proportional to the relative importance of each reader and
font characteristic to the model’s performance. Resonating with typographers’ views (P2, P4, P5, §3.2.2), a participant’s age
is the most important factor for FontMART’s decision-making. Diversity of font characteristics is important, in contrast to
the preference test results where participants predominantly preferred fonts with taller x-heights. Unimportant features are
omitted from this visualization.
Overall, participants were interested in using applications to improve their reading speed, and they showed a willingness to modify
their reading interface. Unprompted, two participants voiced their
willingness to choose efciency over preference if shown evidence

of better performance. One participant said: “I’m all about how to
do things in the most efcient way to get the best outcome. So for
the reading, if there’s a quick way to reformat things to make me
more efcient, like hitting a few buttons and changing everything
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Figure 10: Shapley value of font characteristics by participant age. Across our eight fonts, those with shorter x-height and
heavier weight are more often associated with faster reading speed, but the efects vary by age. Blue indicates a positive impact
on the relative speed of the font for the participant, and red indicates a negative impact. Note that Open Sans and Poppins
have similar weight values. The age distribution is sparser for participants 40 and older, resulting in noisier results. When
multiple observations exist for a feature combination (a cell in the heatmap), the Shapley values are averaged.

7.3

perfectly, I would totally do it.” Another participant noted: “Cognitively, I wouldn’t enjoy reading in Open Sans, but knowing that it’s
my fastest font, and given that I care more about my comprehension instead of looking good, I would be like, ok, give me whatever
that’s fastest for me.” Both qualitative and quantitative evidence
lends confdence to the idea of deploying a recommendation system
in the wild. Qualitative evidence shows readers are open to using
new reading fonts, and quantitative evidence shows it is possible
to increase their reading speed (§4.4).

In-the-Wild Interactions with Font
Recommenders to Improve Reading

The efectiveness of FontMART and the insights it provides could
improve the design of reading experiences in the wild by automatically tailoring interfaces to match an individual reader’s needs. It
may support readers in the form of a browser extension. By collecting the reader’s demographic information, the extension can
update a web page’s body text with the model’s recommendation.
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fastest for those above 40. Analyzing the Shapley values indicates
that Poppins’s efectiveness is mainly correlated with its longer
descender and tall x-height, especially for the 12/252 (4.8%) participants below 22. Because of this age group’s limited number of
participants, our observations about Poppins require further study.
Interestingly, prior research has identifed Verdana as another font
that is legible and preferred among younger populations [5, 80].
Using FontView, we compared the font characteristics of Verdana
and Poppins. If we added Verdana to our font selections, its weight
and x-height are most similar to Poppins. However, its ascender
and descender lengths difer.
7.3.2 Personalized Font Recommendations. This paper provides further evidence that personalized font recommendations can increase
reading speed for participants. Existing browsers ofer “reading
mode” extensions that help remove distracting page elements and
ofer consistent formatting [53]. However, these reader modes could
beneft from adding the font selection feature. FontMART could
augment a reading mode by collecting reader information to provide personalized font recommendations. This section discusses
the challenges and possible solutions when implementing such a
reading extension, supported by a tool like FontMART.

Figure 11: Shapley value of font characteristics by participant’s self-reported reading frequency and reading speed.
Participants with lower reading frequency and self-reported
reading speed tend to beneft more from fonts with shorter
x-height. Blue indicates a positive impact on the relative
speed of the font for the participant, and red a negative impact. The values are averaged when multiple observations
exist for a feature combination (a cell in the heatmap).

With permission, the model may also refne its recommendation as
it gathers more measures of the reader’s reading speed.

Improving recommendation with personal information: For a personalized recommender to work in the wild, users will need to
trust the recommendations provided by the system [31]. Our initial results show that participants (1) are willing to trust font recommendations from a computer application and (2) are open to
adopting new fonts into their digital reading experiences (§6.2.3).
To improve the quality of recommendations, readers will need
to voluntarily provide additional demographic information. Past
research has shown that users will voluntarily participate in selfexperimentation through online platforms [69]. Also, they will provide personal information when the perceived benefts outweigh
the costs [64, 85]. A multi-load interface might create a more frictionless experience to collect personal information compared to a
front-load interface [22]. In contrast to our front-load process, a
multi-load interface asks for information at multiple points instead
of at one point. This approach is promising because age is the most
important reader characteristic for cohort-level recommendations.
Less critical information can be collected after the reader has experienced the beneft of more efcient reading to continue to tweak
the recommendation.

7.3.1 Font Recommendations by Age. If FontMART was deployed
in the wild, collecting readers’ detailed demographic information
could be challenging. In this scenario, just knowing a reader’s age
could go a long way towards providing efective font recommendations. Based on our results, we provide the following general
recommendation by age group:
Participants over 40 may beneft from using Georgia: We found
that heavier weight and short x-height make Georgia especially suitable for participants 40 and older. Similar to typographers’ views (P2,
P4, P5, §3.2.2), our model found strong interaction efects between
age and weight. In addition to the empirical validation provided
by the model, the typographers and past research confrm that
the anatomy of Georgia is designed for digital reading (P1, [58])
and that serifs may help older participants more easily distinguish
characters [1, 59, 76]. Our recommendation for this age group may
be an overgeneralization because of the skewed age distribution
of the participants. Future studies may ofer more targeted recommendations for readers in diferent age groups over 40.

Putting readers in the loop: The typographers we interviewed
discussed the negative efect of age on vision and reading (P2, P4,
P5, §3.2.2). One typographer mentioned that as readers age, vision
might change daily (P2, §3.2.2). Findings from prior research support this observation [65, 66, 96]. To account for changing reading
characteristics, such as age, a timely update of personal information can ensure the model’s recommendation adapts to the reader’s
evolving needs. While the reader’s evolving needs may warrant
new recommendations, their past recommendations may provide
valuable insights for future recommendations. Therefore, reinforcement learning approaches for font recommendation may be an
alternative capable of providing more accurate recommendations
on an individual level over time [84].

Arial has shown good performance across age groups: Based on
our results, Arial could be a reliable default font choice for reading
material developed for all ages. Similar to Georgia, Arial’s relatively
short x-height and heavier weight correlate with faster reading
based on our model. Other than the general suitability and availability of Arial [73], no other clear winner emerged across age
groups, implying the importance of personalizing the recommendation based on reader information. This result supports typographers’
views (P1 – P5) that there is not a universally most readable font
for all, see Section §3.2.2.
Poppins shows value among young participants: Poppins show
efectiveness among the participants below 25 but is rarely the
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Balancing reader’s objectives: Faster reading speed may not be
a reader’s only objective. In this work, reading speed varied more
than comprehension due to the use of eighth-grade level passages
and the removal of participants with poor comprehension, allowing
us the singular focus on speed. On the other hand, the use of more
difcult reading passages may lead to higher variance in comprehension. Section §8 discusses opportunities to evaluate speed and
comprehension tradeof when personalizing font recommendation.
While FontMART may be extensible to other reading objectives,
afording readers agency over font selection may ensure their fnal
font choice better satisfes their needs and incentivizes continued
engagement with the tool. Reader intervention is also important
because diferent optimizations may work against each other. For
instance, learning from less readable fonts has been associated with
better retention in and outside of lab settings [37]. And while preferred fonts were not participants’ fastest fonts, it remains up to
future work to investigate if they may otherwise prove benefcial
to readers engaging with the reading longer-term.

8

English. Thus, our results and model currently focus on fonts, passages, and reading in English. There are still many additional font
characteristics to evaluate in diferent languages [102, 103]. For
example, the efect of color combinations and optical sizing on
reading speed may vary across languages [72, 75].

Fonts: The fonts in our selection are deemed readable by the
typographers we interviewed. Additional training data on more
extreme fonts may be necessary for expanding the model’s applicability. For instance, we currently fnd that heavier weight helps
support faster reading, but the same result may not hold when bold
fonts, such as Arial Bold, are included. In some instances, the font
characteristics we use are too coarse. For example, average character spacing describes spacing at a lower fdelity by omitting the
efect of kerning on readability [6, 36]. We believe that continued
collaborations with typographers and readers can help grow the
list of characteristics worth exploring.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

9

While this work provides some initial promising results on the
efects of reader and font characteristics on reading speeds, conclusions are drawn based on a population of 252 crowdsourced
participants reading in 8 typographer-selected fonts. We release all
our study materials, tools, model, and data, in hopes that our work
can be replicated and extended to a larger and more diverse population of readers, reading materials, languages, and fonts. Below we
outline some of these limitations. Our work accounts for a subset
of circumstances readers fnd themselves in. See Appendix §A for
additional opportunities for future research.

CONCLUSION

We presented the FontMART model, a derivative of LambdaMART,
that provides a new type of prediction: which fonts are most likely
to improve the reading speed of individual readers for general body
text. To train FontMART, we conducted a remote readability study
with 252 paid crowdworkers to gather their preferences and reading
speeds using eight fonts with diferent font characteristics.
FontMART can provide reading speed improvements compared
to various baselines: providing an average improvement of +25.6
WPM over a participant’s preferred font, +14.8 WPM over Arial
and +14.4 WPM over Georgia, the best font defaults from our study.
Our results also show there is still a gap between the predicted
and fastest fonts (Figure §6). Future research could recruit and
incentivise unpaid participants [19, 31, 68, 69, 74] as well as evaluate
more diverse font types, in order to broaden our understanding of
the relationships between additional fonts and readers.
FontMART leverages reader and font characteristics identifed
through qualitative interviews with typographers. By comparing
FontMART’s predictions with typographers’ domain expertise, we
reinforce and uncover relationships between font and reader characteristics (i.e., reader age and x-height) to provide individual and
cohort-level font recommendations. We found that specifc fonts
are likely more efective for diferent age groups, such as Poppins
for younger and Georgia for older participants. By interviewing
typographers to develop features for our Machine Learning model,
our collaborative efort can help readers and designers alike. We
hope future work can build on our fndings and tools to personalize
the design of reading interfaces and help improve the accessibility
of digital information for all.

Readers: The age distribution of our participants is not representative of the general population. While we only have 60/252
(23.8%) participants above 40, they make up 47.8% of the U.S. population [20]. Future studies may consider recruiting participants by
specifc age groups. Other reader characteristics, such as dyslexia,
are harder to diagnose but important to consider [53, 57, 71]. Because of the design of our opt-in reading tests and our aggressive
fltering of data to exclude slow reading speeds and low comprehension scores, we may be leaving out of consideration well-intentioned
readers that struggle to read. Future work should expand on the
populations recruited for such reading studies to incorporate the
needs of diverse readers into recommender models like FontMart.
Reading Materials: To add control to our study, we used reading
passages in English normed to an 8th-grade reading level [8, 90].
Prior work shows these 8th-grade reading passages are easy enough
to allow the reader to read faster without reducing comprehension [90]. Future studies may consider optimizing for multiple objectives, such as the speed and comprehension trade-of [8, 91] by
presenting passages with multiple levels of difculty. Future work
is also needed to evaluate the model’s efectiveness for other types
of reading activities, such as long-form reading or skimming.
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Uncontrolled Visual Font Size: One limitation of conducting remote readability studies is the variation in physical size and screen
resolution across devices, as well as the diference in viewing distances. As a result, the absolute dimensions of a 16px font may
vary between devices. This helps explain why prior research used
smaller fonts, such as 10 point size [12, 18], because the pixel densities of physical monitors were lower. Our methods trade internal
validity for applied validity by studying readers in their everyday
reading environments. Future work may consider adding more
control using tools such as virtual chinrest [52].

Generalizability to Mobile Devices: While we developed our study
interface for all device types, our participants primarily read using
desktops and laptops. Consequently, FontMART’s ability to make
recommendations on mobile devices is unclear. Future studies can
focus on mobile reading to determine if recommendations would
systematically difer in this case. Conducting similar studies on
mobile devices may introduce several confounding factors. For
instance, mobile devices allow the participants to easily vary their
viewing distance because a mobile device is rarely in a fxed position.
Thus, the visual font size could vary more per participant. It is also
more likely that the reader could be in motion, such as jogging or
riding in a car, and be more frequently interrupted in their reading.
Each of these scenarios presents interesting constraints for future
studies to understand.

Environmental Distractions: When participating in remote studies, it is not uncommon for participants to encounter distractions
such as notifcations on their computer screen, phone calls, or caring
for family members [83]. While our study design does not directly
control for external distractions, readers could take breaks before
and after reading passages. We did explore various approaches of encoding the reading speeds to prevent the model from over-focusing
on slight diferences in reading speeds. In our study, models that
used binary labeling generally performed better than graded labeling. This result suggests that external factors may be contributing
to noisier data. Future remote readability studies may consider
incorporating these factors in the modeling stages.

Self-assessed Reader Characteristics: The current version of FontMART uses reader characteristics that are easy to gather from participants, such as age or self-reported reading speed. Inclusion of additional characteristics and more robust collection approaches may
further improve model performances. For instance, self-assessment
of vision may be conducted through short remote vision tests rather
than question with binary answers. Our methods to measure font
familiarity may be sub-optimal, thus explaining its inconsistent effect on reading speed in our results (§6.2.2). It relies on participants’
varying abilities to recognize fonts and judge their familiarity based
on examples [1, 59, 62, 76]. Future research could develop more
reliable methods to measure font familiarity over time and account
for participants’ prior habits and experiences with fonts.
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OTHER CHARACTERISTICS OF FONTS

(7) Do you feel comfortable with reading articles written in
English? *
• Not comfortable
• Somewhat comfortable
• Very comfortable
(8) How would you rate your speed as a reader? *
Likert Scale 1 (Very Slow) – 7 (Very Fast)
(9) Do you feel your reading speed could be improved?
Likert Scale 1 (Not at all) – 7 (Extremely)
(10) How would you rate your profciency as a reader? *
Likert Scale 1 (Very Poor) – 7 (Excellent)
(11) Do you read to young children under the age of 6? *
• Yes
• No
• Maybe
(12) Have you ever been diagnosed with a reading or learning
disability (e.g., dyslexia)? If yes, which one and how long
ago?
(If you prefer not to answer, you can leave this blank. If
you choose to answer, this question will NOT be used to
disqualify you from the study or be used against you in any
way. Note: Learning disabilities are common. In fact, one in
fve children in the U.S. has learning and attention issues
such as dyslexia and ADHD.)
Text answer
(13) Have you ever been diagnosed with any medical and neurological conditions (macular degeneration, diabetes, ADD,
memory disorders, LPD, dyspraxia, etc...) If yes, which one/s
and how long ago?
(If you prefer not to answer, you can leave this blank. If
you choose to answer, this question will NOT be used to
disqualify you from the study or be used against you in any
way.)
Text answer
(14) Are you currently under the infuence of any drugs, medications, alcohol, or other stimulants (e.g., cafeine, nicotine)
that may afect reading/attention? If yes, which?
(If you prefer not to answer, you can leave this blank. If
you choose to answer, this question will NOT be used to
disqualify you from the study or be used against you in any
way.)
Text answer
(15) Do you have normal or corrected vision? *
• No
• Yes
(16) If your vision is corrected, how was it corrected (glasses,
lenses, surgery, etc.)?
Text answer
(17) What device/s do you read on for leisure or personal interest?
*
Text answer
(18) What device/s do you read on for work or study? *
Text answer
(19) What do you read for leisure or personal interest? *
Text answer
(20) What do you read for work or study? *
Text answer

The typographers also proposed other design considerations, such
as the font’s counter and rhythm. Not all characteristics are considered in our study because of a lack of consensus on how to best
measure them.
Counter. Typographers interviewed defne counter as the glyph
area that is partially or entirely enclosed by strokes. P1 discussed the
importance of having a large counter to help distinguish characters.
“If you don’t have a large enough letter, those
character forms will fll in, [and] it is very difcult to diferentiate the letters.” (P1)
P3 also pointed out the relationship between counters and the
character spacing. “If you compare the letter space volume to the
counter space volume, a certain ratio may turn out to be more
pleasing for reading. (P3)”
Rhythm. The rhythmic quality of the font is developed from
stroke contrast and thickness. Typographers P3 and P4 mentioned
the rhythm and texture of a typeface as qualities that may infuence
reading performance. “When you have [stroke] contrast, there is an
opportunity for a rhythm to develop in where the heaviness falls.
(P3)” However, no sufcient details or consensus exist on how to
quantify this quality.
“If you were to pour some water into that area
[between letters]. Out of this amount of space,
you could rank fonts in terms of their evenness
of these volumes of water, and you will easily
see that well-made typefaces have an evenness
that oddly made typefaces don’t have.” (P3)

C

STUDY QUESTIONS

Questions marked * are mandatory.

C.1

Pre-Survey

(1) What is your age? (in years) *
Age selection dropdown
(2) What is your gender?
Text answer
(3) What is/are your native language(s) *
• English
• Other:
(4) What other languages do you speak?
Text answer. Leave blank if you only speak English.
(5) What is your highest attained education level? *
• Less than high school
• High school/GED
• Some college
• Associate’s degree (2-years of college)
• Bachelor’s Degree (4-years of college)
• Master’s degree
• Doctoral degree
• Professional degree
• Prefer not to say
(6) Please describe your current occupation:
Text answer
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(21) How often do you read English-written articles for leisure
or personal interest? *
• Less than once a month
• Once a month
• Once a week
• 2-3 times a week
• Everyday
(22) How often do you read English-written articles for work or
study? *
• Less than once a month
• Once a month
• Once a week
• 2-3 times a week
• Everyday
(23) What are the names of font(s) you commonly use, and/or
familiar with? *
Text answer
(24) Current Reading Environment
Text answer
(25) Which device are you using right now to participate in this
study? *
• Laptop
• Desktop
• Tablet
• Phone
• Kindle or other e-reader
(26) Please describe your current surroundings. For example, are
you indoors/outside, by a window, under natural or artifcial
light, is the room light/dark, is the room small/large? *
Text answer

C.2
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(3) Would you like an application to change font attributes (such
as size, character spacing, word spacing, etc..) for reading if
you had the choice? *
Likert Scale 1 (Not at all) – 7 (Extremely)
(4) Can you comment on any strategies you used to complete
this study?
Text answer
(5) Are there any general rules you used to help you read faster
or remember more information?
Text answer
(6) Do you have any other comments about the study, did you
fnd anything confusing? (For example, was it easy/difcult,
did you experience any issues, did you know what to do,
etc...)
Text answer

C.3 Mini Questionnaire after Each Passage
All questions are mandatory.
(1) How familiar were you with the topic from the previous
reading passage?
• Not at all
• Slightly
• Moderately
• Very
• Extremely
(2) How interesting was the previous reading passage?
• Not at all
• Slightly
• Moderately
• Very
• Extremely
(3) In the previous passage, do you feel the font allowed you to
read faster than normal?
• Strongly disagree
• Disagree
• Neither agree nor disagree
• Agree
• Strongly agree

Post-Survey

C.2.1 Font Familiarity. We asked the participants about their familiarity with all eight fonts used in our study: Times, Source Serif
Pro, Georgia, Merriweather, Roboto, Arial, Open Sans, Poppins.
(1) How familiar are you with the Font [X] *?
The following text is rendered in Font [X]:
“How familiar are you with the Font [X] Here is some fun
text to read in the above font to help you better assess your
familiarity. Thanks for taking this readability test!”
• Not at all
• Slightly
• Moderately
• Very
• Extremely

D DESCRIPTION OF READING PASSAGES
As reported in the open-source materials, the readability specialist
selected the passages from ebooks in Project Gutenberg16 . The
topics per passage vary, covering topics such as history of science,
biography, and botany. The reading specialist reduced the length
per passage to 160–178 words and made minor adjustments to
vocabulary and sentence structure to norm them to an eighth-grade
level (Lexile range17 : 800–1200, Flesch score18 : 61 − 80).

C.2.2 Other Qestions.
(1) Would you use your fastest word spacing for reading if you
had a choice? * (Note that this is a question asked as an
exploration for a future study.)
• Yes
• No
• Maybe
(2) Do you feel changing font attributes (such as size, character
spacing, word spacing, etc..) could help you read faster? *
Likert Scale 1 (Not at all) – 7 (Extremely)

E

NONSENSICAL SURVEY RESPONSES

Nonsensical responses most frequently occur in mandatory questions requiring text answers in the pre-survey. All text survey responses are reviewed, and participants with nonsensical survey
16 https://www.gutenberg.org
17 https://hub.lexile.com/analyzer
18 https://www.readabilityformulas.com/free-readability-formula-tests.php
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K

responses are fltered from our study. Here are several examples of
the responses received:

Is there a learning efect during the study? Recall that each passage is split into four sections, distributed across four consecutive
screens (Figure 4, §4.2). We observe that the average reading speed
increases from sections 1 to 3 irrespective of the passage order, and
sections 3 and 4 have similar speeds, as shown in Figure 12. The
speed increase may refect participants adjusting to the new font.
In the font recommendation approach that follows, we assume that
participant reading speeds increase at a similar rate across fonts.
Because of the similarity in the average speeds between sections
3 and 4, we also assume that participants reach their peak speed
by section 3. To wash out all these efects, we therefore average
over all four sections to obtain a reading speed for a participant in
a particular font.

(1) What devices do you read on for leisure or personal interest?
• Try using words that might appear on the page you’re
looking for. For example, “cake recipes” instead of “how
to make a cake.”
• skills, qualities or values in action
• They Exercise Physical exercise is important for both physical and mental health.
• Relate the hobby or interest directly to the company
(2) Are you currently under the infuence of any drugs, medications, alcohol, or other stimulants (e.g., cafeine, nicotine)
that may afect reading/attention? If yes, which?
• make any question in your survey required so that respondents must
• Neurological disorders are medically defned as disorders
that afect the brain as well as the nerves found throughout
the human body and the spinal cord
• If you prefer not to answer, you can leave this blank. If
you choose to answer, this question will NOT be used to
disqualify you from the study or be used against you in
any way. Note: Learning disabilities are common. In fact,
one in fve children in the U.S. has learning and attention
issues such as dyslexia and ADHD.

F

FEATURES COLLECTED

See Table 2.

G

RESULTS OF LINEAR MIXED EFFECT
MODELS

See Table 3.

H

EXAMPLE OF GRADED AND BINARY
TRAINING LABELS

See Table 4.

I

EFFECT OF FONT RECOMMENDERS BY
OUTCOME LABELS

See Table 5 and Table 6.

J

IS THERE A LEARNING EFFECT DURING
THE STUDY?

DOES PREFERENCE INFORMATION
CONTRIBUTE TO BETTER PREDICTIONS?

Font preference may reveal additional valuable information about a
participant, for prediction purposes. Still, in a limited dataset, it may
also provide noise that could negatively afect model performance.
When we experimented by including the preference information
in the input of the model trained with binary labels, the resulting
model did not outperform the original model. Detailed results are
included in Table 5 and Table 6. Future work can consider data from
an even larger population of participants to determine whether
information about font preference can improve the predictions of
the fastest font further.
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Feature Group

Feature Name

Font Characteristics

Weight

Reader Characteristics
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Description

The width of the thickest stroke divided by the character’s width.
Calculated with letter “o”.
Stroke Contrast
1 −r , where r is the ratio of the thinnest to thickest stroke of the letter
“o”. This value is larger for fonts with greater stroke contrast.
Ascender Length
The vertical distance from the top of the letter with an ascender to the
top of the letter “x”. The ascender length is calculated by averaging
the results from letters “b”, “d”, “f”, “h”, “i”, “j”, “k”, “l”, “t”.
Descender Length
The vertical distance from the bottom of the letter with a descender
to the bottom of the letter “x”. The descender length is calculated by
averaging the results from letters “g”, “q”, “p”, “y”, “j”.
x-Height
The average height of the lowercase letters, excluding those with
ascenders and descenders.
Character Width
The average width of all lowercase characters.
Standard Deviation of Character Width The standard deviation of the average width of all lowercase characters.
Character Spacing
The average horizontal space between the bounding boxes of all
lowercase characters.
Grayscale
The proportion of pixels shown in the bounding box when all lowercase characters are visualized. This is the only characteristics measured on the rasterized images of the rendered letters.
Age
Participant’s age in years (0 – 99+).
Participants’s self-reported reading speed on a 7-point Likert scale.
Self-reported Reading Speed
Collected as a part of the pre-survey.
Self-reported Reading Frequency
We asked participants about their frequency of reading Englishwritten articles for work or leisure, and we assigned each frequency
an ordinal integer value of 0 through 4, from the least frequent to the
most. We then sum the values to obtain an overall measure of the
reading frequency with a value ranging from 0 to 8. Collected as a
part of the pre-survey.
Font Familiarity
We presented the same text rendered in all eight fonts, and we asked
participants to rate their familiarity with each font on a 5-point Likert
scale. Collected as a part of the post-survey.

Table 2: Description of all features collected and analyzed in the scope of this study.

Font
Age

Chisq

d.f.

Pr(>Chisq)

9.122
8.408

7
1

0.244
0.004 **

Table 3: Results of a linear mixed-efect model predicting the participant’s average reading speed for each font tested. Participant ID (uniquely identifying each participant) and passage ID (uniquely identifying each of the eight passages) are incorporated as crossed random efects.
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Data for Participant 47:
Passage ID Font
23
22
28
20
26
27
21
25
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Preference

Speed (WPM)

Graded Label

Binary Label

3
4
8
2
5
6
1
7

318.33
351.75
388.25
452.25
490.66
502.33
559.00
626.00

5
5
6
7
7
8
8
10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Open Sans
Source Serif Pro
Times
Poppins
Georgia
Roboto
Merriweather
Arial

Table 4: Example of Graded and Binary Training Labels. All rows belong to the same randomly drawn participant in our study.
This participant has only one non-zero binary label because their reading speed measurements in other fonts are not within
the 90% of their fastest, Arial.

Baseline Category

Font

Model 1:
Graded Label
with Preference

Model 2:
Binary Label
with Preference

Model 3:
Binary Label
without Preference

One-size-fts-all

Arial
Georgia
Merriweather
Open Sans
Poppins
Roboto
Source Serif Pro
Times

4.143
2.942
-2.520
-5.012
-9.230
-1.903
-1.335
0.535

-5.733
-7.967
-13.658
-15.348
-19.250
-11.924
-11.181
-8.890

-14.832
-14.419
-19.146
-22.465
-25.449
-20.068
-19.531
-16.450

Random

One of Eight Fonts

3.004

-9.080

-23.413

Preferred

One of Eight Fonts

-5.699

-16.831

-25.592

Table 5: Diferences between the speed of baselines and the speed of the recommended fonts, from the recommender models
trained on diferent outcome labels.

Model 1:
Graded Label
with Preference

Model 2:
Binary Label
with Preference

Model 3:
Binary Label
without Preference

Position

NDCG

MAP

MAP

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

0.386
0.488
0.540
0.587
0.624
0.667
0.706
0.752

0.513
0.413
0.407
0.429
0.460
0.499
0.537
0.574

0.539
0.448
0.439
0.458
0.489
0.522
0.562
0.597

Table 6: Ranking metrics for font recommender models trained on diferent outcome labels. The model performance is measured with ranking metrics using cross validation. We show our results in NDCG for the model trained with graded labels and
MAP for the model trained with binary labels. Normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) and mean average precision
(MAP) help measure the model’s ability to rank the faster font higher in the list of eight fonts when trained with graded and
binary labels, respectively.
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Figure 12: Average reading speed by section and passage, across participants. Each row represents the order in which a passage
was presented in the study, and each data point shows the average reading speed across 252 participants for one of the four
sections of a passage. Average reading speed increases from sections 1 through 3, suggesting a learning efect. On the other
hand, the interval between sections 3 and 4 mostly overlaps, suggesting that reading speed peaks by the third section. Note
that the order of font presentation is randomized and not linked to the reading order of passages. Error bars represent ±1
within-subjects standard error.
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